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Getting Started with 
AA USB Audio Cable 

Thank you for purchasing AA USB Audio Cable, an affordable high-quality digital audio cable for 
highly resolving systems.  The AA USB Audio Cable is hand-made using high-quality materials with 
its data pair characteristic impedance measured to USB2 specifications.  Each cable is tested 
individually for a few hours before it is shipped to customers. 

Important Safety Notice 

Please note that the outer shield is conductive and is connected to 
the USB A outer case (source).  Please ensure the outer shield has 
no contact with live AC wires, AC sockets, or bare speaker cables. 

Break In 

Like other audio cables, AA USB Audio Cable requires break in, mainly due to the use of pure silver 
solid-core conductors for USB2 data pair.  You will hear sonic improvement over its usage. 

What to Expect 

If your existing USB Audio Cable is priced similarly like AA USB Audio Cable, you will hear the 
following sonic improvements: 

 Neutral sound 
 More details which were rolled off in the previous cable 
 Better texture and decays 
 Deeper and wider soundstage 
 Better bass control 

Cable Shield Configuration 

The outer shield is conductive and is only connected to the USB A outer case (source).  The outer 
shield is not connected to the USB B outer case (DAC).  If this configuration makes the cable 
unusable for your system, please contact us so that we can customize the cable for your usage, i.e. 
outer shield connected to both USB A and USB B cases. 
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Cable Construction 

The above diagram gives the inner view of the cable.  Exotic audio components sourced from 
various countries are used.  As the USB2 data lines characteristic impedance depends on the 
twisting geometry of the data pair, i.e. the distance between the twisted conductors, bending the 
cable too much can alter its impedance value.  It is important to treat the cable gently when 
connecting from the source to the DAC.  Any signs of abuse will void the warranty. 

During cable construction, we test the USB2 data pair to be within 90 ohms + 10% – 5%, tighter 
than USB2 specifications which allow 90 ohms ± 15%. 

 

 

 

Enjoy listening to music with AA USB Audio Cable. 


